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FITY
Disclaimer: All information about the FITY Token and associated NFTs in this document is conceptual 

and subject to ongoing legal, regulatory, tax, technical, and compliance reviews.

1.0
Why Fity ?

Solution: Fity - Fitness and Nutrition
- Fity offers its users a solution that uses the experience of a nutritionist and a certified fitness 
trainer.
- Fity Fitness Mobile application motivates people to move through the infinite rewards program 
using blockchain technology
- The application monitors physical activity, weight, sleep and nutrition
- Fity offers multiple fitness and nutrition plans designed by its certified experts
- Custom Exercises and Workouts

How Fity is different ?

Fity motivates its users through rewards in cryptocurrency using blockchain technology 
Fity is the first startup to run on fitness an nutrition, reinforced by Elrond Network

Obesity - More than 1 billion people worldwide are obese – 650 million adults, 340 million 
adolescents and 39 million children.
This number is still increasing because of bad habits. Romania is no 2 in Europe where children are 
obese. Source: health.gov

Brain illness - Stress, overtime work, multitasking already created different type of illness like 
depression, anxiety and sleep disorders. Source: cdc.gov

Most of the problems have the root in our daily habits.
We are aware of them BUT creating new or changing current habits is uncomfortable and   
require a concerted effort and for those reasons, we failed.
However, we can be able to remain motivated in our pursuit in order to reach our goals BUT 
significant results are not seen in short term and the emotions are overwhelming us
and make us quite. Source: hbr.org



2.0
Fity Model
10 reasons to select Elrond

01 -          Innovation: Next generation blockchain network.

02 - Robustness: Multibillion Dollar Market Cap with more than 1 million wallets.

03 - Security: Decentralized network with 3,200 nodes around the world Decentralized PoS (Proof 
of Stake) network with 3,200 nodes around the world.

04 - Trust: Runtime Verification (NASA spin-off) audits the protocol to ensure the quality and 
security in each line of code.

05 - Growth: +200 partner program and business development program.

06 - Usability: Maiar App, the most easy-to-use non-custodial wallet in the crypto arena.

07 - Liquidity: Decentralized Exchange with more than $2 billion Total Value Locked.

08 - Scalability: Starting with 15,000 tx/s speed at cost $0.01 / tx, with capacity to increase 
bandwidth as market necessity requires.

09 - Community: Committed and fast-growing audience that supports new projects built on the 
network.

10 - Sustainability: Carbon negative network

FITY
Disclaimer: All information about the FITY Token and associated NFTs in this document is conceptual 

and subject to ongoing legal, regulatory, tax, technical, and compliance reviews.



The Economic Model can receive improvements along the way based on user behavior and yield

3.0
Economic Model

- Experience (EXP) = token received as a reward for physical activity and used for NFTs upgrade
- NFT user price mint  = 1000 FITY
- NFT user starts with 1000 EXP (Experience) and can be upgraded (using EXP tokens)
- The NFTs EXP points directly influence the rewards from Stake and Move (Physical Activity)
- NFT user can be used either for Staking option or for Move option (Physical Activity)
- For each NFT minted, SC1 receives 1000 FITY and SC2 receives 1000EXP
- SC1 offers FITY rewards for all NFTs (Stake option) based on NFTs' EXP
- SC2 offers EXP rewards for all NFTs (Move option) based on NFTs' EXP and Physical Activity
- Staking rewards for life
- Physical Activity rewards for life

-



4.0
Tokens Utility

- FITY Token  (Main Token)
- Max Supply : 21.000.000
- Buy NFT user from Fity Market Place
- Infinity Staking
- Buy EXP Tokens to Upgrade NFTs
- Rewards from staked NFTs
- Store of Value (decrease rewards by 46%/year, 5% from sales goes to SC1 reserve and 1% from 
sales burn, leads to an increase in the price of the token over time)
- P2P exchange   FITY - EXP
- Passive income for life

- EXP Token  (Physical Activity reward Token)
- Max Supply : 21.000.000
- Initial circulating Supply :  0 EXP
- Rewards for Physical Activity based on NFTs' EXP
- Upgrade NFTs
- P2P exchange   EXP - FITY
- Motivation for physical activity
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5.0
Infinity Staking

- The Infinity Staking offers passive income for life
- Initial SC3 reserve: 2.000.000 FITY
- SC3 releases 5% of the remaining token reserve every month as rewards
- The rewards are distributed fairly depending on the Staked FITY amount
- Stake FITY Tokens in Fity Fitness Mobile App



6.0
Initial token distribution

- Private Sale (most tokens will be in the hands of investors who will have a majority in DAO votes)

- Metabonding  (the metabonding budgets will allow us to bring new customers and new investors 

to the innovative FITY ecosystem)

- DEX Liquidity (this will combine with part of the EGLD from the Private Sale, which will allow the 

FITY team to provide a highly liquid pool
- FITY/eGLD.)

- Team/Advisors (FITY Tokens for the team and advisors will be gradually unlocked after the first year 

from the beginning of the project in order not to negatively influence the FITY price.)
Vesting for Team/Advisors funds (it is unlocked 10% monthly starting from Q3 2023)

- Marketing (the marketing budgets will allow us to bring new customers and new investors to the 

innovative FITY ecosystem.)

- Airdrop (More airdrops will take place for investors who meet certain conditions in the Private Sale 

phases and for "NFT investor" owners)

- Staking (an advanced staking system will be available for the FITY tokens and NFTs in mobile app)
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7.0
NFT

10.000 NFT user
- Earn rewards for your activity
- Airdrop
- Fitness and Nutrition Lifetime Access
- Staking
- 1000 EXP
- Upgradable (for more rewards)

1.000 NFT investor
- Private Sale priority phase 1 - 3 (3 x 1000 FITY)
- Private Sale priority phase 4 -10 (7 x 500 FITY)
- Airdrop
- Lower Price on Private Sale
- Reserved Tokens in Private Sale (48h)
- Upgrade NFT user (+1000EXP)



8.0
Mobile Application

FITY FITNESS

FITY FITNESS is the first Move to Earn mobile application 
powered by Elrond

- Connect with Maiar
- KYC
- Private Sale
- Send and receive Esdt Tokens and NFTs
- NFT Market Place
- Staking
- P2P exchange
- Swap
- Move to Earn
- Create/Modify/Delete your own Exercises
- Create/Modify/Delete your own Workouts
- Coach
- Activity history and statistics
- Nutrition history and statistics
- SmartWatch integration
- Offline Training
- 10 Languages
- Dark and Light Theme
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9.0
Private Sale - Token Allocation

Valid KYC required to participe in Private Sale !

- FITY Token are sold in Packs
- FITY Tokens reserved for 48h at a lower price for "NFT investor" owners

- Reserved Packs
- lower price
- Phases : 1,2,3

- Reserved Packs
- lower price
- Phases : 4,5,6,7,8,9,10

- Non Reserved Packs
- normal price
- Phases : 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10
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9.1
Private Sale - Price Evolution

- Fity Token will be sold in packs of 1000 and 500 FITY
- Reserved price are only for "NFT investor" owners
- Reserved packs are available for 48h then become Non Reserved
- The Price in EGLD will be announced 24 hours before each Phase
- Shapshots for Whitelists begin 24 hours before each Phase
- Non Reserved Whitelist contain all validated KYC wallets
- Reserved Whitelist contain the "NFT investor" owners with validated KYC
- Unsold Reserved Tokens from Phase "x" are sold as Non Reserved Tokens in Phase "x.1"
- The Whitelists from Phase "x" are available for Phase "x.1"
- The listing price on DEX will be the highest price in EGLD from Private Sale x 2

Valid KYC required to participe in Private Sale !
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9.2
Private Sale  - Funds Distribution

- The Development of the Fity ecosystem is carried out by - Be Soft Studio SRL
in collaboration with PopuGames.
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10.0
KYC - identity verification 

KYC verification for the Token Private Sale is required in 
accordance with applicable laws

The following countries are not accepted :

Afghanistan, Angola, Belarus, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Burkina Faso; 
Burundi, Cayman Island, Central African Republic, People’s 
Republic of China, Congo (DRC), Cote d’Ivoire (Ivory Coast), Cuba, 
Columbia, Ecuador, Egypt, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Guinea, Guinea-
Bissau, Guyana, Haiti, Iran, Iraq, Kosovo, Laos, Lebanon, Liberia, 
Libya, Macedonia, Maldives, Mali, Morocco; Myanmar, Nigeria, 
North-Korea, Panama, Pakistan, Papua NG, Republic of Crimea, 
Russia; Serbia, Somalia, Sri Lanka, Senegal; Sudan, South Sudan, 
Syria, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkmenistan, Turkey; 
Uganda, , Ukraine, United States of America, Uzbekistan, Vanuatu, 
Vietnam; Venezuela, Yemen, Zimbabwe

Be Soft Studio SRL never sends investors' data to any third party 
and does not use them for anything other than justifying the 
funds received from the Private Sale



11.0
Roadmap

FITY
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Q2

2022
Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

2022

2022

2023

2023

2023

- Start Project
- Mint 1000 NFT investor
- Litepaper
- Mobile App Launch (FITY FITNESS)

- Burn FITY tokens
- Lifecycle Tokens
- Mobile App Activity Reward

- TBA
- More utility for FITY
-

- Presale Phases 1 to 7 (priority for NFT owners)
- Community Growth
- Airdrop
- Token Economic Model
- Strategic Collaboration

- Presale Phases 8 - 9 - 10 (priority for NFT owners)
- in App NFT Market Place
- Mint 10.000 NFT user
- Staking
- Public Sale (Maiar Exchange)

- Fity Game
- DAO
- Gouvernance
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12.0
Fity Team

Calin Perpelea
CEO Fity

Racasan Marius
Project Manager

Nizar Mhadhbi
Development 

Manager

Pana Alexandru
Community 

Manager

Dr. Alexandru Popa
Nutrition

Expert

Armando Lungu 
Fitness 
Expert

Mihai Calmus 
Motion Designer



13.0
Legal

Be Soft Studio SRL
Identification No: 42959544
VAT: RO 43136368
Reg No: J40/10446/2020
E-mail : office@besoftwares.com
Bucharest, RO

49 Nicolae Caramfil,
Bucharest, Romania

+40 720 130 130
https://fity.fitness/
contact@fity.fitness

The Fity project is owned by Be Soft Studio SRL

Made with  by Fity Team  
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